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MIRA DOOR SCREEN INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
 

TWIN/TRIPLE/QUAD PANEL INSWING DOORS (except French hinged) 
 
PACKAGE CONTENTS (SEE LAST PAGE FOR PICTURES) 
ITEM DESCRIPTION QUANTITY 

1 SCREEN 1 
2 HEAD TRACK (FIG. 4) 1 
3 TOP HUNG ADAPTOR (FIG. 6) 1 
4 INSTALLATION SCREWS #6-5/8" SELF DRILLING 1 PKG 
5 LOCK AND KEEPER KIT (FIG. 8) 1 
6 SCREWS TO ATTACH SCREEN TO TOP HUNG ADAPTOR #10-24X ½” 2 
7 LEFT MULL RECEIVER (FIG. 5) 1 
8 RIGHT MULL RECEIVER (FIG. 5) 1 
9 ASTRAGAL (FIG. 7) 1 

10 INSTALLATION SCREWS #8-1" SELF DRILLING 1 PKG  
 

Items 7-10 are for triple and quad panel only. For triple panel units over 7/6 only one mull 
receiver will be in the box. Handing depends on the unit. For triple panel units 7/0 and below 
you will get an astragal, two top hung adaptors, two screens and no mull receivers. 

 
Tools required 
 
Powered screwdriver, 1/8” drill bit, phillips head bit. 
Note: be careful not to scratch the head track with the power screwdriver. Drill bit only 
required if you would like to predrill holes. 

 
TWIN PANEL DOORS  
 
INSTALLATION PROCEDURES 
 

1. Check the package to make sure all the materials are in the box. 
2. Determine handing of the door so that handle on screen match the handle location on the 

door. 
3. Install top hung adapter (item #3) in to the head track (item #2) by inserting the rollers 

of the top hung adapter into the head track. 
4. Screw head track (item #2) to the head jamb of the frame. (see fig 1) use #6-5/8” self 

drilling screws (item #4). 

 
 

 HEAD 
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FIG 1 
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5. Place screen on to the track located on the sill and slide the screen into the top hung 
adapter so that the slots line up the nutserts and attach the screen to the top hung 
adapter using the  #10-24x ½” screws (item #6). 

6. If the screen is not sliding well loosen the screws in the top hung adaptor and adjust the 
height. If you need more adjustement the rollers on the bottom of the screen adjust as 
well. The adjustment screws for the rollers are on the sides of the screen. 

7. Install the keeper for the lock. 
8. Apply the dust pad to the screen hanger as shown. 

 

 
 
TRIPLE PANEL DOORS SMALLER THAN 7/6 

 
INSTALLATION PROCEDURES 
 
1. Follow step 1 and 2 of the twin panel instructions. 
2. Install both top hung adapters (item #3) into the head track (item #2) by inserting the 

rollers of the top hung adapter into the head track. 
3. Screw head track to head jamb of the frame using the #6-5/8” self drilling screws (item 

#4). See fig. 1 in the twin panel instructions for location. 
4. Place screens onto the track located on the sill and slide the screen into the top hung 

adapter so that the slots line up the nutserts and attach the screens to the top hung 
adapter using the screws from item #6. 

5. If the screens are not sliding well loosen the screws in the top hung adaptor and adjust the 
height. If you need more adjustment the roller on the bottom of the screen adjust as well. 
The adjustment screws for the rollers are on the side of the screen. 

6. Attach the astragal (item #9) to one of the screens with the screws     (item #4) provided. 
The legs that are flared on the astragal should face the other screen. The astragal should 
be flush with the bottom of the screen. 

7. Install the keeper for the lock on to the astragal.  
8. Apply the dust pads as in step 8 of the twin panel instructions.  There will be two pads – 

one for each screen panel. 
 
TRIPLE PANEL DOORS 7/6 AND WIDER 
 

1. Follow step 1 and 2 of the twin panel instructions. 

FIG 2 
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2. Layout the head track and the mull receiver. The legs on the mull receiver should be flush 
with the inside surface of the mull. The head track should reach from the mull receiver all 
the way over to the side jamb. See fig 3 below for how the mull receiver aligns with the 
mull. 

 
 

 

 
 
 

3. Attach the mull recevier to the mullion. See fig 3 on the page 2 for location. 
4. Follow steps 3-8 of the twin panel instructions. 

 
 
QUAD PANEL DOORS 
 

1. Follow step 1 and 2 from the twin panel instructions. 
2. Layout the head track and the two mull receivers. The legs on the mull receivers should be 

flush with inside surface of the mull. The head track should reach across the unit into both 
mull receivers.  See fig 3 below for how the mull receiver aligns with the mull. 

3. Attach one of the mull receivers to a mullion to the location layed out in step 2. Do not 
attach both mull receivers before attaching the head track. See fig. 3 for location mull 
location. 

4. Follow steps 3 and 4 from the twin panel instructions. 
5. Attach the other mull receiver. 
6. Follow steps 5-8 in the twin panel instructions. 

 
 
 

PROFILES 
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PICTURES ARE NOT ACTUAL SIZE. 

FIGURE 7  FIGURE 8  


